[1] This modeling study compares the performance of eight single-column models (SCMs) and four cloud-resolving models (CRMs) in simulating shallow frontal cloud systems observed during a short period of the March 2000 Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) intensive operational period. Except for the passage of a cold front at the beginning of this period, frontal cloud systems are under the influence of an upper tropospheric ridge and are driven by a persistent frontogenesis over the Southern Great Plains and moisture transport from the northwestern part of the Gulf of Mexico. This study emphasizes quantitative comparisons among the model simulations and with the ARM data, focusing on a 27-hour period when only shallow frontal clouds were observed. All CRMs and SCMs simulate clouds in the observed shallow cloud layer. Most SCMs also produce clouds in the middle and upper troposphere, while none of the CRMs produce any clouds there. One possible cause for this is the decoupling between cloud condensate and cloud fraction in nearly all SCM parameterizations. Another possible cause is the weak upper tropospheric subsidence that has been averaged over both descending and ascending regions. Significantly different cloud amounts and cloud microphysical properties are found in the model simulations. All CRMs and most SCMs underestimate shallow clouds in the lowest 125 hPa near the surface, but most SCMs overestimate the cloud amount above this layer. These results are related to the detailed formulations of cloud microphysical processes and fractional cloud parameterizations in the SCMs, and possibly to the dynamical framework and two-dimensional configuration of the CRMs. Although two of the CRMs with anelastic dynamical frameworks simulate the shallow frontal clouds much better than the SCMs, the CRMs do not necessarily perform much better than the SCMs for the entire period when deep and shallow frontal clouds are present. 
Introduction
[2] The representation of clouds in global climate models (GCMs) has become more complicated than a decade ago. For example, nearly every GCM uses a prognostic cloud microphysics parameterization to represent stratiform clouds and convective anvils rather than treating them as a simple grid-scale condensation. This progress can be attributed to the pioneering work of Sundqvist [1978] . The prognostic cloud parameterization approach uses prognostic equations to predict grid-mean cloud condensate. The advantages of this approach are that cloud formative and dissipative processes are explicitly included, the latent heat effects and the radiative effects of clouds are physically linked and a consistent coupling of convective and stratiform parameterizations are achieved by treating the detrained condensate water from convective towers as a source for the formation of stratiform clouds. Refinements of this approach have focused upon improving the formulations of sources and sinks of cloud water/ice associated with phase changes and the treatments of detrainment from convective towers [Smith, 1990; Del Genio et al., 1996; Fowler et al., 1996; Lohmann and Roecker, 1996; Rotstayn, 1997; Rotstayn et al., 2000; Rasch and Kristjánsson, 1998; Sud and Walker, 1999; Zhang et al., 2003] , as well as the formulations of subgrid cloud amount or fractional cloudiness [Tiedtke, 1993; Xu and Randall, 1996] . Recently, an increasing amount of attention has been paid to the subgridscale inhomogeneity of stratiform clouds by adopting a probability density function (PDF) based approach to predict the cloud fraction and the distribution of subgrid-scale condensate [Bony and Emanuel, 2001; Tompkins, 2002] .
[3] Despite the rapid progress in developing cloud parameterizations in the past decade, adequate measurements of cloud property distributions such as the vertical profiles of cloud condensate have not been available for the GCM community to comprehensively evaluate and further develop improved cloud parameterizations. In outlining the strategy for the Global Energy and Water-Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud System Study (GCSS) Working Group 4 (WG 4), Moncrieff et al. [1997, p. 844] stated: ''A comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the-art cloud-resolving models will require state-of-the-art observations.'' Here cloud-resolving models (CRMs) are models that explicitly resolve cloud-scale dynamical processes. This statement applies equally well to the evaluation of cloud parameterizations in GCMs. One can adopt the single-column model (SCM) approach for the evaluation and further development of improved cloud parameterizations . Here an SCM is a single-column version of a GCM. In particular, observations of cloud properties and their related variables should be available, in addition to large-scale thermodynamic variables and radiative fluxes from the surface and the top of the atmosphere. Some recent field experiments have provided increasingly comprehensive observations of cloud properties, particularly, the U.S. Department of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Ackerman and Stokes, 2003] .
[4] Model intercomparison studies have become a popular avenue for comparing model performance using similar model configurations under identically prescribed largescale meteorological conditions. The ARM Cloud Parameterization and Modeling (CPM) WG has conducted two studies to compare the performance of SCMs and CRMs for simulating summertime continental cumulus convection. The CPM WG Case 4 study is built on the ARM/GCSS intercomparison experiences in the areas of deep cumulus convection in the tropics [Redelsperger et al., 2000; Bechtold et al., 2000] and midlatitudes [Ghan et al., 2000; Xie et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002] , as well as midlatitude frontal systems , to specifically address the parameterization of stratiform clouds in GCMs using comprehensive data obtained from an ARM springtime intensive operational period (IOP). The science theme of this case study is: what determines the cloud distributions in observations and in models? The outcome of this intercomparison exercise will help SCM and CRM modelers to evaluate the adequacy of current cloud microphysics parameterizations and hopefully improve the representation of physical processes that determine cloud distributions in climate models. The results of this intercomparison exercise are presented in two papers, with emphases on different types of frontal cloud systems. Xie et al. [2005] is devoted to the evaluation of cloud parameterizations for deep frontal clouds. The present paper is devoted to the evaluation of the simulations of persistent shallow frontal clouds, in particular, to understand the physical causes of inadequate simulations of shallow frontal clouds and the deficiencies in key elements of cloud parameterizations that cause the intermodel differences.
[5] An IOP occurring in March 2000 was dedicated to measure cloud property profiles by the ARM program. This period is also known as the cloud IOP. This IOP delivers the best measurements of cloud property profiles during the 14 years of the ARM program, although there are some limitations in using them to evaluate cloud parameterizations, as discussed below. During the cloud IOP, several fast-moving frontal cloud systems propagated through the ARM Clouds and Radiation Testbed (CART) domain. Cloud systems associated with large frontal systems were advected into and out of the CART domain. Owing to this advection, the magnitude and temporal behavior of cloud property profiles obtained from point measurements at the ARM Southern Great Plains (SGP) central facility may not correspond to the domain-averaged values of these profiles. For example, before a front passes the central facility, no clouds are observed by the instruments located at the central facility even though the CART domain is partially filled with the frontal clouds. This is a serious problem for temporal averages over a short period during the initial passage and the exiting stage of the frontal cloud systems. Therefore a strategy for alleviating this problem is to use longer-period averages.
[6] In addition, the advective forcing data that are used to drive all model simulations are representative of the CART domain average rather than a single point. This averages out any spatial structures representing unresolved dynamics from the forcing data [Zhang and Lin, 1997; Zhang et al., 2001] . The simulated results are presumably representative of the CART domain averages, too. However, the forcing data even in a domain-averaged sense are incomplete because they lack information on the advection of hydro-meteors into and out of the CART domain. Thus the simulated cloud systems are those locally generated via the imposed large-scale advective cooling and moistening tendencies, and do not include those generated by the horizontal advection of hydrometeors. Compared to the domain-averaged measurements of cloud properties, the simulations with these incomplete forcings would have a phase delay of a few hours and a reduced/enhanced amplitude of hydrometeor contents when there are cloud systems that are advected into/out of the domain. Another limitation is in the 2-D configuration of CRMs for simulating frontal cloud systems by imposing horizontally homogeneous forcings, especially for simulating narrow rain bands associated with frontogenesis [Bénard et al., 1992] when the large-scale gradient (perpendicular to the 2-D CRM domain) of temperature is not imposed. This may be a serious issue for simulating the deep frontal cloud systems, but less so for simulating the shallow frontal cloud systems.
[7] It is obvious that the simulation of midlatitude frontal clouds with SCMs and CRMs is a difficult task because of the large gradients of thermodynamic and dynamical fields associated with fronts. Ryan et al. [2000] identified problems in applying SCMs to rapidly advecting baroclinic systems from their intercomparison study of an Australian cyclone system. The forcing imposed to the SCM simulations was derived from a high-resolution three-dimensional CRM simulation. Advective tendencies of hydrometeors were ignored. This might have contributed to the conclusion drawn by Ryan et al. [2000] that SCMs have problems in simulating frontal systems, but Klein and Jakob [1999] found that a composite of simulated frontal cloud systems is more sensitive to the assumptions applied to ice-phase microphysics than to the inclusion of hydrometeor advection. Petch and Dudhia [1998] performed a pair of simulations with and without the advective tendencies of hydrometeors for a summertime midlatitude situation. As in the work of Ryan et al. [2000] , all forcing information used in the work of Petch and Dudhia [1998] was derived from a mesoscale model simulation. They concluded that it is important to simulate the correct timing of convective events by including the hydrometer advection. The present study differs from these earlier studies in that advective forcings are observationally derived and independent of model physics and that the simulated cloud properties are compared with those from cloud radar observations.
[8] In the following, a brief description of the models and their parameterizations is given in section 2. Section 3 presents the observational data and analysis used for this study. Intercomparison results are discussed in section 4. A summary of this study is provided in section 5.
Model Description and Design of Simulation
[9] This section gives a brief description of the models that participated in this intercomparison study, with a focus on these aspects of the models that are related to cloud parameterizations (SCMs) and cloud microphysical processes (both CRMs and SCMs). Table 1 provides the acronyms of the models and their full names, as well as the names of the participating scientists. Details of the various types of parameterizations used in SCMs and CRMs such as those of cumulus convection and radiative transfer can be found in the work of Xie et al. [2005] . The warm-phase cloud microphysics parameterizations used in both CRMs and SCMs and the major cloud formative and dissipative processes included in SCMs are emphasized below.
[10] A fundamental distinction between CRMs and SCMs lies in the spatial and temporal scales in which cloud microphysical processes are treated. In CRMs, dynamical processes are explicitly resolved and cloud microphysical processes operate on relatively fine spatial and temporal scales, while all cloud processes are parameterized in SCMs. Many intuitive and physically comprehensive assumptions and tunable parameters have to be introduced in the cloud parameterization schemes used in all SCMs or GCMs, although the mathematical formulas for some of the cloud microphysical processes, as described below, are largely similar to those used in CRMs.
Cloud Microphysics Parameterizations Used in CRMs
[11] The cloud microphysics parameterizations that are used in many state-of-the-art CRMs are bulk formulations [see Xu et al., 2002] . This approach classifies hydrometeors into several major categories (or classes) according to the microphysical characteristics of the hydrometeors and predicts several moments of the drop size distribution (DSD) rather than the DSD itself. Conversions among different hydrometeor categories such as autoconversion between cloud water and rainwater have to be formulated. Many of these conversion rates depend not only upon the mixing ratios of the hydrometeor species, but also depend highly upon the ambient temperature [Lin et al., 1983; Rutledge and Hobbs, 1984] . One-moment bulk schemes only predict the bulk mass mixing ratios, while two-moment bulk schemes predict both the bulk mass mixing ratios and the number concentrations of hydrometeor categories (liquid, ice, snow, graupel/hail and rain).
[12] Four CRMs participated in this study, CSU SAM, ISU, UCLA/LaRC and ARPS/LaRC. The UCLA/LaRC and ARPS/LaRC CRMs use a modified Lin et al. [1983] scheme [Krueger et al., 1995] , while the microphysics in the CSU SAM is based upon a combination of Lin et al. [1983] and Rutledge and Hobbs [1984] . The CSU SAM predicts two water species, total water, which is a sum of water vapor and cloud condensate, and precipitating water. The cloud condensate mixing ratio is diagnosed by a simple ''all-ornothing'' moist-adjustment scheme. The partitioning of different categories of cloud condensate and precipitating water depends upon the ambient temperature. The ISU CRM's microphysics parameterizations are based upon the Kessler [1969] scheme for warm phase and the Koenig and Murray [1976] scheme for ice phase. The latter predicts the mixing ratios and the number concentrations of slow and fast falling ice particles.
[13] Typical cloud microphysical processes that are included in CRMs are as follows. Water vapor increases due to the evaporation of rainwater and decreases by its deposition onto snow and graupel. Cloud water decreases through autoconversion to rain, accretion by rain, snow or graupel, conversion to snow by riming and deposition via Bergeron processes (the growth of cloud ice at the expense of cloud water). Rain water decreases through evaporation and increases below the melting level through melting of graupel and snow, autoconversion of cloud water and various accretion processes. In addition, saturation adjustment is invoked to remove extra water vapor over saturation in a cloudy grid and to evaporate cloud water in an unsaturated grid. This adjustment process is a large contributor to latent heat release. Other processes related to icephase clouds are not described here, for the sake of brevity.
[14] Despite the aforementioned similarities, detailed formulations of some processes can be different among the CRMs, such as the autoconversion from cloud water to rainwater. The simplest Kessler [1969] formula is used in the CSU SAM, which is conveniently expressed as
where a is the autoconversion rate coefficient and q c 0 is chosen to be 1.0 g kg
À1
.
More complicated formulas include a nonlinear dependency on q c . Different q c 0 values are also used in different models to delay or accelerate the autoconversion process (Table 2; Figure 1 ). Both the UCLA/LaRC and ARPS/LaRC CRMs use the Lin et al. [1983] formulation, but with different thresholds. The ISU CRM uses the Berry [1968] formulation as modified by Simpson and Wiggert [1969] , which also depends upon the prescribed number concentration of cloud water N c .
Cloud Parameterizations Used in SCMs
[15] There are a few types of cloud parameterizations used in SCMs. One type is similar to the bulk formulations used in CRMs except for the simplification of some processes. The CSU SCM uses the bulk parameterization of Rutledge and Hobbs [1984] while the PNNL SCM adopts the microphysical parameterization from a cloud model [Cotton et al., 1986; Ghan et al., 1997] . Because fractional cloud amount is not diagnosed/predicted in the CSU SCM, threshold values used in the microphysical processes have to be reduced ( Table 2 ). The rainwater and snow mixing ratios are diagnosed in the PNNL SCM. The PNNL SCM has adopted the Smith [1990] approach to diagnose cloud fraction from the assumed triangular PDF of total water.
[16] Another type of cloud parameterizations is based upon the classical Sundqvist [1978] approach. Two subregions of a grid box, either clear or cloudy, are considered. The cloudy region has a relative humidity (RH) of 100%. The GISS, SCAM and McRAS SCMs predict cloud condensate with one prognostic equation. Separate equations for cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratios are used in the ECHAM5 [Lohmann and Roecker, 1996] and GFDL SCMs [Rotstayn, 1997; Rotstayn et al., 2000] . The Scripps SCM adopts the Tiedtke [1993] scheme. When only one prognostic equation is used, the phase of cloud condensate is determined by the ambient temperature. When two prognostic equations are used, microphysical processes of the mixed-phase clouds are sensitive to the liquid-ice transition temperatures used in the SCMs (Table 2) .
[17] Parameterizations of cloud fraction use the diagnostic approach with either assumed PDFs or with RHs as predictors in McRAS, PNNL and SCAM SCMs. The GISS SCM predicts the cloud ''volume'' fraction with a threshold RH of 80%. The areal fraction is then determined from the volume fraction and the layer's stability [Del Genio et al., 2005] . The assumed PDF approach can result in a simple relationship between cloud fraction and RH [Smith, 1990] . The RH approach also requires a minimum threshold RH for cloud formation. The most sophisticated fractional cloud parameterization is the one used in the ECHAM5 SCM [Tompkins, 2002] , which predicts the PDF of total water mixing ratio. The cloud fraction is prognostically obtained in the Scripps and GFDL SCMs with the Tiedtke [1993] scheme.
[18] In prognostic cloud parameterization schemes, terms representing the formation of clouds and cloud water/ice due to convection, boundary layer turbulence, and stratiform condensation processes are included. Cloud water/ice is removed through evaporation and conversion of cloud droplets and ice to precipitation. Precipitation processes take into account the conversion of cloud water to precipitation from precipitation falling through a cloud, the Bergeron-Findeisen processes, and precipitation formation within ice clouds, etc. Different formulations of the condensation/evaporation processes and the autoconversion process in all SCMs are also listed in Table 2 .
[19] The autoconversion formulation used in the GFDL and SCAM SCMs adopts the Manton and Cotton [1977] scheme. In this scheme, the autoconversion rate is proportional to q c
, with a threshold value q c 0 that depends upon the prescribed N c . The Beheng [1994] formulation is used in the ECHAM5 SCM, which is proportional to q c 4.7 and does not have a threshold value for activation of autoconversion. The PNNL SCM adopts the Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] formulation, which is proportional to q c 2.47 and N c À1.79 , but integrates over a triangular PDF [Ovtchinnikov and Ghan, 2005] . The GISS, McRAS and Scripps SCMs use the Sundqvist et al. [1989] formulation, which is expressed as
where C 0 is the limiting autoconversion rate, and p is a free parameter that determines the sensitivity of autoconversion rate; p = 4 in the GISS SCM, but p = 2 in the McRAS and Scripps SCMs. The threshold value is set to be 0.5 g kg À1 in the GISS SCM, 0.3 g kg À1 in the McRAS and Scripps SCMs, respectively. The values of C 0 are different between the McRAS and Scripps SCMs. The differences in the autoconversion rates can be clearly seen in Figure 1 . It should be noted, however, that other microphysical processes can offset the autoconversion process so that the solution of a particular SCM/CRM may be far less sensitive than that expressed in Figure 1 .
Design of Simulation
[20] One simulation is performed by each participating SCM and CRM group for this study. The observed large- 
determined from the prognostic b -PDF [Tompkins, 2002] scheme function of qc and Nc [Beheng, 1994] ; Nc is prescribed to be 220 cm
À3
near the surface and decrease to 50 cm À3 at 100 hPa (À35, 0)°C prognostic b -PDF [Tompkins, 2002] scheme GFDL triangular PDF of total water to diagnose condensate [Smith, 1990; Rotstayn, 1997] 
PNNL triangular PDF of total water to diagnose condensate [Smith, 1990] integrating over the triangular PDF of total water [Ovtchinnikov and Ghan, 2005] N/A triangular PDF of total water mixing ratio [Smith, 1990] SCAM changes of cloud fraction and clear-area RH and rainwater evaporation Manton and Cotton [1977] ; 5 mm; reduced coefficient by a factor of 10 [Ghan et al., 2000; Xie et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002] . This IOP provides a useful data set for evaluating cloud microphysics parameterizations in SCMs and CRMs. Specifically, the new measurements include the vertical profiles of cloud liquid water content (LWC) and ice water content (IWC), as well as cloud ice water path from the ARM microbase products [Miller et al., 2004] . Please refer to Xie et al. [2005] for a discussion of the uncertainties of these measurements. As in the earlier IOPs, the vertical profiles of cloud hydrometeor frequency, column hydrometeor fraction and cloud liquid water path (CLWP) are available from the Active Remotely Sensed Cloud Layers (ARSCL) data archive [Clothiaux et al., 1999] . Cloud fraction is used in this study, in place of the hydrometeor frequency, which is a single-point measurement at the ARM SGP central facility and includes a contribution from precipitating particles. Traditional mea- À3 is used in the calculation of the autoconversion rates in all models except for the CSU SCM, CSU SAM and PNNL SCM whose autoconversion rates do not depend upon the air density. PNNL 1 uses the number concentration of 100 cm À3 while PNNL 5 uses the number concentration of 500 cm
. Details of the formulations of the autoconversion rates are discussed in the text and in Table 2 . [23] External data sets that are not a part of the ARM standard data set include the NOAA Geostationary satellite (GOES-8) images provided by Patrick Minnis's group at NASA Langley Research Center, radar images provided by the NOAA National Severe Storm Laboratory, and synoptic analysis maps from the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Prediction's (NCEP) Eta model. All of these are used to provide a comprehensive description of the largescale synoptic conditions associated with the frontal cloud systems to be modeled in this study.
[24] In order to perform the SCM/CRM simulations, large-scale advective tendencies are needed to drive the models. Balloonborne soundings of winds, temperature and dew point temperature were obtained every 3 hours from the CART central facility located near Lamont, OK (36.61°N, 97.49°W) and from four boundary facilities, which form a domain that is approximately the size of a GCM grid box (about 300 Â 370 km 2 ). The CART domain is roughly labeled by a circle in Figures 2 -4 . The sounding and wind profiler data, combined with the surface and the top-of-the-atmosphere flux observations, are analyzed over this horizontal domain, using a constrained variational objective analysis method [Zhang and Lin, 1997; Zhang et al., 2001] . The final product of this objective analysis is a dynamically and thermodynamically consistent data set, which includes the basic meteorological fields, advective tendencies for driving models and other data for evaluating model performance, with a vertical resolution of 25 hPa for all profile data. However, the horizontal advection of hydrometeors is not available from this analysis because of the lack of adequate measurements. 
Synoptic Conditions
[25] The period chosen for this study starts from 1130 UT 15 March and ends at 2330 UT 19 March, with an emphasis on the shallow frontal clouds observed between 0300 UT 17 March and 0600 UT 18 March. Figures 2 and 3 show a few selected times of the surface and upper air analyses from the NCEP Eta model and the GOES-8 satellite images, respectively. This period is characterized by the passage of a cold front through the ARM CART domain at the beginning of this period and frontogenesis associated with a quasi-stationary isolated low pressure center throughout the remainder of this period. The cold front approached the CART domain from the north and passed the northwest corner of the CART domain at 1800 UT 15 March (Figures 2a and 3a) . The southerly winds to the east of the low pressure center are associated with massive moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico at 1200 UT 17 March (Figure 3 ) and the isolated low pressure center at 300 hPa is located within a large-scale ridge, which is associated with downward motion (Figure 2d) .
[26] In the lower troposphere, the continuous advection of cold air from the area northwest of the CART domain and the massive moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico to the southern part of the CART domain were the main forcing mechanisms of the quasi-stationary front. The shallow cloud systems observed during the period were located over much of the isolated low pressure system (Figures 3c -3f ) . Occasional deep clouds passed through the CART domain. An upper level trough moved over the domain destroying this stationary system at the end of the period (Figure 3f ).
CART Domain Observations
[27] Radar observations show that all surface precipitation systems that occurred in this period are larger than the CART domain (Figure 4 ). This is a feature that is fundamentally different from that of summertime precipitation because summertime precipitation tends to be locally generated inside the domain more often than it is advected into the domain. Strong precipitation was associated with the passage of the cold front at the beginning of this period, while the intensity of precipitation was weaker in the domain for the rest of this period because the precipitation was associated with the shallow frontal cloud systems. On no occasion did the observed precipitation features cover the entire CART domain (Figure 4) .
[28] During this period, the temperature and moisture fields in the lower troposphere gradually decreased ( Figure 5 ). The air was warmer (283 -288 K) near the surface before the passage of a cold front during the early hours of 16 March. Later on 16 March, the temperature dropped to below 273 K in the lowest 1 km for about 12 hours, when cloud ice/snow was observed. This feature is mentioned because, as described later, model-simulated positive temperature biases as a result of advective warming are high enough that the simulated temperature in the lowest 1 km never drops below 273 K to produce ice clouds in any of the models. The highest water vapor mixing ratio was 9 g kg À1 on 15 March. The surface water vapor mixing ratio dropped to 4 g kg À1 after the passage of the cold front. It increased to 5 g kg À1 between 18 and 19 March.
[29] Figure 6 shows the hydrometeors, cloud fraction and relative humidity during this period. In spite of the low water vapor mixing ratio, the RH is very high in the lower troposphere throughout this period due to the moisture transport from the southerly to the east of the quasistationary low pressure center mentioned earlier and in the entire troposphere on 16 and 19 March due to frontogenesis. There is, however, a minimum ($80%) in the lower troposphere on 17 March, which is associated with a strong horizontal advective warming (>20 K day
À1
; Figure 7c ). There is a weak signal of near cloud-free area in the microwavelength millimeter cloud radar (MMCR; Moran et al. [1998] ) observations of cloud fraction around 1000 UT 17 March (Figure 6c ). Satellite images indicate that the areal cloud amount of the CART domain is small at this time (Figure 3d ). There was a dry region in the middle and upper troposphere between 17 and 18 March, which corresponds to the nearly clear sky above the shallow frontal clouds (Figure 6c) .
[30] It is not surprising that significant variabilities of LWCs were observed with maximum magnitudes exceeding 1 g kg À1 (Figure 6a ) while the MMCR measurements of cloud fraction showed small variabilities when clouds were present (Figure 6c ). There are multiple peaks in the observations of LWC on 16 March and 18 March. The magnitudes also vary greatly when only shallow cloud systems were observed on 17 and 18 March. Another important feature worth noticing is that the peak magnitudes of both LWC and cloud fraction (Figures 6a and 6c ) extend all way down to the surface, which may suggest that the retrieved LWC includes some rainwater content at times because precipitation is present during this period (Figure 8 ). Precipitation peaks were observed at 0300 UT 16 March, 1500 UT 17 March and 1800 UT 18 March. Each of these peaks is associated with significant growth in the vertical extent of the clouds (Figure 6c ). Retrieval procedures have been well tested on thin nonprecipitating clouds, but not on thick precipitating clouds for this IOP [Dong and Mace, 2003] . Some of the retrieved LWC and IWC features should, therefore, be treated with caution. Cloud ice was only sporadically present during this period because most of the observed cloud systems were shallow, except for the passage of the cold front on 16 March and occasional passage of upper-level clouds in the later portion of this period (Figure 6b ). The maximum IWC magnitudes were less than 0.1 g kg À1 for all of this period except for the IWC associated with the deep cold front on 16 March. (Figure 3 ) indicate that this might be the result of averaging over subsidence and strong ascending bands embedded in the cloud system (Figure 7a ). The total advective tendency thus has a significant amount of cooling (Figure 7b ). This feature is a source of significant model biases discussed in section 4.
[32] The horizontal advection of potential temperature has a very different structure compared to that of the large-scale vertical motion (Figure 7c ). There is a thick layer in the lower troposphere that is associated with advective warming between 15 and 18 March, with a maximum strength of greater than 20 K day À1 at 850 hPa on 17 March. Horizontal advective cooling occurs below 900 hPa between the late hours of 15 March and most of 16 March, which is associated with the passage of the cold front. Advective drying occurs in the middle and upper troposphere before the passage of the cold front and in the lower troposphere on 16 March (Figure 7d ). There is a layer of advective moistening in the observed shallow cloud layer on 17 March and it lasts until the early hours of 18 March. Advective drying is also pronounced in the last two days of the period.
Results of Intercomparison
[33] In this section, the performance of eight SCMs and four CRMs in simulating shallow and deep frontal clouds is examined, with an emphasis on the simulations of shallow frontal (SF) clouds. A 27 hour period lasting from 0300 UT 17 March to 0600 UT 18 March (hereafter, the SF period) is chosen because observed shallow frontal cloud systems were most persistent. The observed upper troposphere was very dry during this period, which was not favorable for the formation of deep frontal clouds (Figures 3c and 6d) . Results from the CRM and SCM simulations will be discussed below. Specific questions to be addressed are:
[34] 1. To what extent do the CRMs and SCMs realistically simulate the vertical profiles of cloud fraction and cloud microphysical properties?
[35] 2. What are the physical causes of the biases in the shallow frontal clouds simulated by the CRMs and SCMs?
[36] 3. What are the main reasons for the intermodel differences?
[37] 4. Do the CRMs perform better than the SCMs for the shallow frontal cloud simulations?The first question and part of the second question will be addressed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 while the last three questions will be addressed in section 4.3. A summary will be given in section 4.4.
[38] Before the model results are presented, some cautions are made here regarding the observational data of cloud fraction and cloud microphysical profiles and the forcing data. First, the ARSCL cloud tops shown in Figure 6c represent point measurements and underestimate the actual cloud tops when the radar signal is contaminated by rain. For the same reasons, ARSCL clouds in the lowest 100 hPa near the surface may not be accurate. Second, the vertical structure of the imposed large-scale vertical velocity data, with downward motion in the upper troposphere and upward motion in the lower troposphere during the SF period, as shown in Figure 7a , has uncertainties in accurately resolving the transition altitude, which will have implications regarding the accurate simulations of cloud top heights in the models. With these two caveats in mind, the following gross features will be sought in the models: (1) the reduction of upper tropospheric RHs and cloud amounts at the beginning of 17 March; (2) the lowtropospheric clouds as depicted in the ARSCL and satellite data during the SF period ( Figure 3) ; (3) the transition of low-level clouds to middle-and high-level clouds at the end of 18 March; (4) the subsequent dissipation of all clouds at the end of 19 March ( Figure 6c) ; and (5) the associated cloud microphysical properties during this period (Figures 6a and 6b) .
CRM Simulations
[39] To realistically simulate the vertical profiles of cloud fraction and microphysical properties, the RH field must be realistically simulated. All four CRMs simulate the vertical structures of RHs well during the first 36 hours of the integration, including the reduction of upper tropospheric RH at the beginning of 17 March (Figure 9 ). During the last three days of the integration, RHs in the models differ greatly, however. RHs are slightly higher than observed in the CSU and UCLA/LaRC CRMs, but significantly higher in the ISU CRM and significantly lower in the upper troposphere of the ARPS/LaRC CRM and near the surface layer of the ISU CRM. Both the CSU and UCLA/LaRC CRMs reproduce the dry middle/upper troposphere on 17 March somewhat well although the RH starts to increase in the late hours of 17 March, due to the imposed advective cooling (Figure 7) . The mean RH profiles for the SF period show various degrees of overestimates in the upper tropospheric RHs among the CRMs (Figure 10c ). The poor simulations of the upper tropospheric RHs are likely related to the dynamics (and/or numerics) of the ISU and ARPS/LaRC CRMs because no clouds are simulated above 400 hPa starting from 17 March. These two CRMs use compressible dynamics, while the CSU and UCLA/LaRC CRMs use anelastic dynamics. The numerical schemes with anelastic dynamics have more accurate conservation properties. However, overestimates of middle tropospheric RHs in all CRMs may be attributed to inaccurate forcing data, the second caveat given at the beginning of this section.
[40] The deep frontal clouds are simulated in all four CRMs on 16 March (Figure 11 ) when the RH fields are well simulated. The magnitudes of the cloud fractions are underestimated, however, particularly in the middle troposphere and the early phase of the frontal passage. This is consistent with the results shown in the work of Xie et al. [2005] . This result is expected because saturation cannot be produced at all grid points of the CRM domain when convective circulations, instead of mesoscale frontal circulations, are produced due to the imposed strong large-scale forcing at the early hours of the frontal passage (Figures 7a and 7b) . This is related to deficiencies in the 2-D configuration of CRMs for simulating frontal clouds discussed in section 1; i.e., 3-D CRMs are expected to perform better. Induced subsidence by convective circulations is largely responsible for the underestimate of cloud fraction. Another factor that may be associated with the underestimate is that the observed cloud fraction from the MMCR includes a contribution from precipitating hydrometeors while the CRMdiagnosed cloud fraction includes those grids with cloud condensate only. An underestimate of cloud fraction would, thus, be expected even if all CRMs were perfect and the single-point measurements were representative of the areal average.
[41] The shallow frontal clouds during the SF period are generally well simulated although they are underestimated to various degrees by all four CRMs (Figure 11 ) in the sense that no clouds are simulated in the upper troposphere in spite of the large overestimate of RHs there (Figure 10c ). The agreement between the CSU and UCLA/LaRC simulations with the observations is remarkable because the gradual increase of cloud fraction and the gradual decrease of cloud base and top heights are well reproduced during the SF period. The satellite observations indicate that column cloud amount is far less than overcast at the beginning of the SF period (Figures 3c and 3d) . So, neither the CSU nor UCLA/ CSU CRM greatly underestimates the cloud amount, compared to the GOES observations. However, the ISU and ARPS/LaRC CRMs have difficulties in capturing the general characteristics of the observed shallow clouds during the SF period. This may also be attributable to the differences in the dynamical framework of the CRMs mentioned earlier.
[42] Excessively large advective heating may produce the cloud-free layer in the lowest 100 hPa at the beginning of the SF period that are more pronounced than in the MMCR measurements (Figure 6c) . Consequently, the mean cloud fraction and LWC profiles over the SF period show large underestimates in the lowest 125 hPa, compared to the MMCR observations, although the mean cloud fractions agree with the MMCR observations rather well above 800 hPa in both the CSU SAM and UCLA/LaRC CRMs (Figures 11a, 11b, and 12a) .
[43] A noticeable feature appearing in Figure 11 is that a secondary maximum in cloud fraction is slightly tilted with height (above 700 hPa) between 1200 and 2000 UT 17 March except for the ISU CRM. However, the observed cloud fraction shows no such vertical phase tilting (Figure 6c ). This tilted maximum center is associated with individual convective cells that slowly develop above the shallow cloud layer. Another weak phase tilting feature is also simulated in all four CRMs between 18 and 19 March, especially above 500 hPa. This may be related to the lack of horizontal advective forcing of condensate, since models are forced to generate clouds slowly due to the small magnitudes of the imposed advective forcings in the upper troposphere (Figure 7) .
[44] The CRMs seem to quantitatively simulate the vertical extents of LWC and IWC (Figures 13 and 14) , compared to the observations (Figures 6a and 6b) . This is an encouraging result although there are large uncertainties in the observed LWC and IWC. However, the magnitudes of LWCs are underestimated in all CRMs, especially during the passage of the cold fronts on 15 and 18 March. The underestimate of the magnitudes can be explained by the deficiencies in cloud microphysics parameterizations and the lack of horizontal advection of hydrometeors into the domain. Assuming a uniform advection with a wind speed of 10 m s À1 over a 300 km wide domain and an advected hydrometeor mixing ratio of 1 g kg À1 , the advective tendency will be 0.3 Â 10 À4 g kg À1 s À 1
. The change of hydrometeor mixing ratio over a 3 hour period will be 0.36 g kg À1 . This is comparable to the magnitude of the underestimate shown in Figures 13  and 14 . However, the lack of horizontal advection of hydrometeor out of the domain prolongs the life cycle of clouds until large-scale subsidence destroys the clouds. The production of clouds from this ballpark estimate of hydrometeor advection is much greater than that due to some microphysical processes, such as the autoconversion rates shown in Figure 1. 
Overall Results of SCM Simulations
[45] Figure 15 shows that high RHs in the lower troposphere are simulated throughout the four and a half day period by all SCMs. High RHs in the middle and upper troposphere are associated with the passage of the cold fronts on 16 and 18 March. The simulated RHs are slightly lower than observed at the end of the integration. There are a few features that do not agree well with observations. For example, the low RHs above the shallow cloud layer, as in the CRMs, last for a much shorter time and have a smaller vertical extent in all SCMs and the upper troposphere is much more moist than in the observations.
[46] The overestimate of RHs during the SF period is related to the higher tops of the shallow clouds simulated by most of the SCMs. Another contribution to the overestimate is that the simulated life cycles of the 16 March frontal Figure 10 . Vertical profiles of averaged temperature and water vapor mixing ratio deviations from the observed and the simulated and observed averaged relative humidity from (a -c) CRMs and (d -f) SCMs. The averaging period is from 0300 UT 17 March to 0600 UT 18 March.
clouds are longer than those observed in some SCMs (Figure 16 ). In some SCMs (e.g., McRAS), the high RHs around 400 hPa are associated with the detrainment of ice from their cumulus parameterization schemes, which moistens the environment and results in a thin cloud layer. Although cumulus convection was not observed, the cumulus parameterization is triggered in the McRAS SCM simulation for this period. The longer life cycles of the 16 March frontal clouds are related to the lack of horizontal advection of condensate out of the CART domain. Subsidence typically follows the horizontal removal of hydrometeors. The lack of such a dissipation process prolongs the life cycles of these clouds past the time when the observed frontal clouds moved out of the domain.
[47] The ice clouds observed near the surface around 0000 UT 17 March (Figure 6b) are not simulated in any of the SCMs (Figures 17 and 18 ), due to large positive temperature biases there (Figure 19d ). Another interesting result appearing in Figure 17 is that the maximum LWC center tilts slightly with height around 0000 UT 18 March in most SCMs, especially in the ECHAM5, SCAM, PNNL and GFDL SCMs, which is similar to the tilt seen in the cloud fraction simulated by all four CRMs. This weak tilt is largely absent in the cloud fraction simulated by SCMs (Figure 16 ). This feature is, however, also pronounced for the simulated deep frontal clouds on 16 March. Because the magnitudes of LWC are underestimated, it is not clear that this tilt also occurs in the McRAS and Scripps SCMs. As discussed in section 4.1, this tilt feature is likely related to the lack of horizontal advection of hydrometeors.
[48] Additional intermodel differences in the simulation of deep frontal clouds are briefly mentioned here. Please refer to Xie et al. [2005] for further discussion. One difference is the lack of middle-level clouds on 16 March in both the ECHAM5 and SCAM SCMs. That is, the transition between liquid-and ice-phase clouds is not well treated. Some conversion processes from condensate to precipitation should be examined in these two SCMs. Another difference is that the lack of IWCs simulated by most SCMs except for the GFDL and GISS SCMs when deep frontal clouds were observed on 16 March (Figure 18 ). This suggests that the representation of ice-phase clouds is very poor in most of the SCMs, compared to the CRMs (Figures 12 and 14) .
SCM Simulations of Shallow Frontal Clouds
[49] The following discussion of the SCM results will be focused on the shallow frontal clouds during the SF period (Figures 10 and 12 ) in order to address the specific questions formulated at the beginning of section 4. The mean profiles over the SF period will be extensively examined for this discussion. It is noted that shallow clouds are simulated in all SCMs (Figure 12d ). The CSU SCM simulates a nearly perfect mean profile of cloud amount between 565 hPa and the surface without using a fractional cloudiness parameterization (Table 1 ). Significant differences in the vertical extent and temporal evolution are seen among the models and with the data, however (Figure 16 ). The observed cloud fraction averaged over the SF period extends from the surface to 565 hPa with a maximum of nearly 100% near (Figures 3c -3e) . Judging from the satellite cloud images, it can be concluded that the majority of the SGP domain might be still under the influence of downward motion in the upper troposphere at that time while the southeast corner of the domain was undergoing upward motion. It is expected that the models may produce more middle-and high-level clouds during the SF period than the MMCR observations because of the prescribed upward motion and advective cooling that peaked around 1800 UT 17 March (Figure 7b ).
[50] All SCMs are somewhat successful in simulating the observed cloud fractions between the surface and 765 hPa except that the GISS SCM significantly underestimates the cloud fraction there. In the lowest 125 hPa, all models underestimate the cloud fraction except for the CSU SCM (Figure 12d ). This is, as discussed in section 4.1, possibly due to the inclusion of rainwater in the MMCR measurements and the presence of excessive advective heating at the beginning of the SF period. The major discrepancies in the simulations are the excessive cloud amounts between 765 hPa and 500 hPa simulated by all SCMs, except for the CSU, McRAS and SCAM SCMs, and large estimates (>70%) above 500 hPa in the McRAS and GFDL SCMs and small estimates (10 -30%) above 500 hPa in the CSU, ECHAM5, SCAM, GISS and Scripps SCMs (Figures 12d  and 16 ). These discrepancies will be explained separately below.
[51] Why are there such large differences in the SCMs in simulating the observed shallow frontal clouds? Given that the same large-scale forcings are imposed to all models and there is a lack of cumulus convection, cloud microphysics schemes must be responsible for these differences. Within the shallow frontal cloud layer (below 700 hPa), some intermodel differences in the simulated cloud fraction and LWC can be seen in Figures 12d and 12e . Some of these differences can be explained by the different formulations of the microphysical process such as cloud formation/dissipation processes and the autoconversion processes discussed in section 2 (Table 2; Figure 1 ). For example, the GISS, McRAS and Scripps SCMs, which adopt the Sundqvisttype autoconversion formulation, simulate very small amounts of LWC in the layer between the surface and 700 hPa, compared to the CSU, ECHAM5, SCAM, PNNL and GFDL SCMs which use other schemes. However, the CSU and SCAM results may not be solely explained by the autoconversion process because it is offset by other microphysical processes. Nevertheless, these results may suggest that the Sundqvist formula may cause unrealistically small amounts of LWC to be simulated due to the large autoconversion rates for small cloud water mixing ratios (<1 g kg
À1
).
Results shown in Figure 17 may further support this assertion. The LWC and cloud fraction seem to be less underestimated in the ECHAM5, GFDL, PNNL and SCAM SCMs with formulations of autoconversion that have either higher threshold mixing ratios or smaller autoconversion rates. The higher thresholds suppress nearly all autoconversion. The peak cloud fraction in the GFDL SCM is related to the lack of cloud dissipation process in the cloud scheme of Tiedtke [1993] . Despite a good simulation of cloud fraction, which is diagnosed from a small threshold on the sum of LWC and IWC, both the LWC and IWC are underestimated in the CSU SCM. This is related to the small autoconversion threshold that is used to compensate for the lack of a fractional cloudiness parameterization.
[52] Why do some SCMs produce excessive cloud amounts above 500 hPa in contrast to all CRMs even though the RHs are overestimated in both types of models during the SF period (Figure 10) ? There are several possible explanations. First, the imposed domain-averaged largescale tendencies have been averaged over both subsidence regions and ascending bands. The imposed large-scale subsidence was not strong enough to suppress the residual middle-level clouds from the early deep frontal cloud system in all SCMs (Figure 16 ). However, clouds are suppressed in the CRMs because of explicitly resolved cloud-scale dynamics.
[53] Second, there is a decoupling between cloud condensate and cloud fraction in almost all SCM parameterizations (except for CSU and ECHAM5) so that the large amounts of cloud fraction are diagnosed as a result of overestimated RHs while the simulated cloud condensate amount is almost nonexistent. This explanation is supported above 500 hPa. This lack of a coupling between cloud condensate and cloud fraction except for the ECHAM5 SCM is related to the RH-based parameterizations of cloud fraction used in most SCMs (Table 2) . Xu and Randall [1996] proposed a fractional cloud parameterization, in which cloud fraction is directly related to condensate mixing ratio. The decoupling between these two quantities cannot happen when this parameterization is used because RH is only used to determine the slope of the variation between cloud fraction and cloud condensate. This may be a possible direction for cloud parameterizations in SCMs/GCMs. The small amount of cloud condensate above 500 hPa in all SCM simulations results from a dissipation process that is explicitly formulated in cloud parameterizations. A positive tendency in the saturation mixing ratio (Sundqvist [1978] ; Table 2 ) reduces the LWC while the cloud fraction is assumed to be unchanged. The positive tendency is due to the imposed large-scale subsidence in the upper troposphere during parts of the SF period (Figure 7a ), but this subsidence is not strong enough to cause significant reduction of the RHs in the SCMs.
[54] Third, the errors in the simulated thermodynamic soundings at the beginning of this period are too large to overcome so that clouds have to be produced in the SCMs because of the initial cold biases of up to 7 K (Figure 19d) , which increase the RH there. The averaged cold biases are $2 K higher in most SCMs for the SF period, compared to the initial cold biases (Figure 10d ). The high RHs exceed the threshold values, which produce nonzero cloud fraction in spite of the lack of cloud ice in most SCMs except for the ECHAM5 SCM, which directly couples the cloud fraction with condensate using a prognostic PDF approach [Tompkins, 2002] .
[55] Why does the large overestimate in cloud fraction occur between 765 hPa and 500 hPa in all SCMs except for the CSU, McRAS and SCAM SCMs while three of the CRMs simulate the right amount of clouds there? One of the possible explanations is the uncertainties in fractional cloud parameterization: the small threshold RHs, the linear relations between cloud fraction and RH, and the overestimate of LWC and/or IWC. The McRAS and SCAM SCMs do not overestimate the cloud fraction in this layer by much because they use a cloud fraction-dependent RH threshold. This formulation raises the threshold RH when the cloud fraction increases. They also use a quadratic relationship between cloud fraction and RH. With the prognostic PDF approach, the ECHAM5 SCM also overestimates the cloud fraction, which is related to the overestimate of LWC in this layer (Figure 17e ). The Tiedtke [1993] scheme also tends to overestimate the cloud fraction in the Scripps and GFDL SCMs. The latter SCM only uses the Tiedtke scheme for predicting cloud fraction but the LWC/IWC is predicted with a separate scheme. The LWC simulated by the GFDL SCM is overestimated but that of the Scripps SCM is underestimated. The initially overestimated cloud fraction in the GFDL SCM cannot decrease due to the lack of dissipation mechanism in the Tiedtke [1993] scheme.
[56] The second explanation is that the overestimated cloud fraction is enhanced by cloud-radiation interactions in some of the SCMs. The radiative cooling rates averaged over the 27-hour period are larger in those SCMs with large overestimates of cloud fractions between 765 hPa and 500 hPa (Figure 20) . The temperature biases in most SCMs are slightly larger than those in the CRMs and those before the SF period begins (Figures 10 and 19) . The temperature and RH biases at 0000 UT 17 March are much smaller than those of the averaged biases over the SF period. This is true for both SCMs and CRMs. The relationship between the temperature biases and radiative cooling rates is, however, complicated by the effect of latent heat release.
Summary
[57] The four specific questions formulated at the beginning of this section can be answered as follows. Both CRMs and SCMs can generally simulate the observed vertical profiles of cloud fraction and cloud microphysical properties for this case study. The magnitudes of cloud fractions are, however, underestimated slightly more strongly in the CRMs than in some of the SCMs for both deep and shallow frontal cloud systems. Most of the SCMs also produce significant amounts of middle-and high-level clouds while all CRMs do not when only shallow frontal clouds are observed. The general characteristics of the observed shallow frontal clouds are well simulated in two of the CRMs. The magnitudes of cloud microphysical properties, LWC and IWC, agree basically with the observations for most of the participating models. The degree of agreement in the temporal evolutions and vertical extents of LWC and IWC between simulations and observations is rather different from one model to another.
[58] Physical causes for the inadequate simulations of shallow clouds in SCMs may include (1) the decoupling of the cloud fraction with condensate mixing ratio in most of the SCMs, except for the CSU and ECHAM5 SCM, (2) the inadequate formulation of cloud microphysical processes such as the autoconversion process, (3) the deficiencies in fractional cloud parameterizations, (4) the lack of advective forcings organized at the mesoscale level and the lack of horizontal advection of hydrometeors, and (5) the errors in the simulated thermodynamic soundings prior to the SF period. The discrepancies between simulations and observations may also be amplified by cloudradiation interactions and they are also related to the unresolved upper tropospheric dynamical forcings. In CRMs, possible reasons for the inadequate simulations are the dynamical frameworks and the inadequate formulations of some cloud microphysical processes, in addition to the uncertainties in the imposed forcings.
[59] The main reasons for the intermodel differences may be related to the 2-D configuration of the CRMs and their different dynamical frameworks and treatments of cloud microphysical processes, the different formulations of cloud microphysical processes in SCMs including the transition from liquid to ice phases and the detailed treatments of some key processes (see section 2), the different formulations of fractional cloud parameterizations in SCMs including the decoupling of condensate with cloud fraction, and the different treatments of shallow cumulus convection in the SCMs. The latter has not been discussed much in this study. It seems to be a good candidate for explaining the intermodel differences in simulating the shallow frontal clouds because of the diversified representations of shallow cumulus processes used in the SCMs.
[60] Finally, the CRMs do not necessarily perform much better than the SCMs for the shallow frontal cloud systems although two of the CRMs with anelastic dynamical frameworks simulate them rather well. This is a surprising conclusion because CRMs performed much better than SCMs for simulations of summertime cumulus convection [Xie et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002] .
Conclusions and Discussion
[61] This modeling study has extensively compared the performance of eight SCMs and four CRMs in simulating shallow frontal cloud systems observed during a period of the March 2000 ARM IOP. Except for the passage of a cold front at the beginning of this period, the frontal cloud systems were under the influence of an upper tropospheric ridge and driven by a persistent frontogenesis over the Southern Great Plains and moisture transport from the northwestern part of the Gulf of Mexico. Frontal cloud systems propagated through the ARM CART domain during most of the four and a half day period. Thus horizontal advection rather than local generation of shallow frontal clouds was the main characteristic of the cloud systems modeled by several CRMs and SCMs in this study. This study has presented quantitative comparisons among model simulations, with a focus on a 27 hour period when only shallow frontal clouds were observed.
[62] All CRMs and SCMs simulate clouds in the observed shallow cloud layer. Most SCMs also produce clouds in the middle and upper troposphere while none of the CRMs produce any clouds there. There are several possible explanations for this. One of them is that the imposed large-scale dynamical forcing is not strong enough to suppress the residual middle-level clouds from the early deep frontal cloud systems in most SCMs. The second explanation is that there is a decoupling between cloud condensate and cloud fraction in all SCM parameterizations except for the CSU and ECHAM5 SCM. Clouds are produced whenever RHs, which are overestimated in both the CRMs and SCMs, reach the thresholds despite the cloud water/ice content is almost nonexistent. The third explanation is that the simulated errors in the thermodynamic soundings prior to the SF period are too large to overcome so that clouds are produced in the SCMs.
[63] All CRMs and most SCMs underestimate shallow clouds in the lowest 125 hPa near the surface, but most SCMs also overestimate shallow clouds above. Intermodel differences may be related to the dynamical framework and limitations in the 2-D configuration of the CRMs, but are related mainly to the differences in the cloud microphysical parameterizations among the SCMs. Threedimensional CRMs may alleviate the problems in the 2-D configuration of CRMs so that mesoscale frontal circulations can be better simulated. The underestimates of LWCs by four of the SCMs are likely related to the Sundqvisttype formulation of the autoconversion process or the small threshold for autoconversion although other microphysical processes may not be ruled out, based upon the comparison between the observed and simulated LWCs. Two other SCMs simulate the cloud fraction much better in the upper part of the shallow cloud layer because they use a cloud fraction-dependent RH threshold and a quadratic relationship between cloud fraction and RH, instead of the linear relationship adopted in some SCMs. The Tiedtke [1993] prognostic cloud parameterization also overestimates the cloud fraction in two of the SCMs, due to the lack of cloud dissipative mechanisms. It has been argued in this study that cloud condensate and cloud fraction should be directly linked in the future if diagnostic fractional cloud parameterizations continue to be used in climate models. Such an approach has been advocated in the work of Xu and Randall [1996] . Ideally, cloud fraction should be prognostically determined provided that its source and sink terms are well understood and properly formulated.
[64] For the simulations of the entire period with both shallow and deep frontal clouds, a few distinct characteristics of the simulations have been identified. First, the CRM results show a vertical phase tilting in the cloud fractions, especially above the shallow frontal cloud layer, while the SCM results show a vertical phase tilting in the LWC. The single-point measurements of cloud property profiles do not have any vertical phase tilting. Second, the peak magnitudes of the simulated cloud properties are underestimated in most models and the life cycles of the deep frontal cloud systems are longer than the observed ones. Both results suggest the importance of having the spatial structures of the dynamical forcings and the horizontal advection of hydrometeors, which are currently not available, to drive model simulations and to adequately evaluate the performance of the models. Additionally, cloud-radiation interactions may also amplify the discrepancies between the SCM simulations and observations.
[65] Finally, intermodel differences in the SCM-simulated cloud properties and their profiles are still as large as those of summertime continental convection [Xie et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002] , but the intermodel differences in the thermodynamic profiles are comparable between the CRMs and SCMs for this case study. Overall, not all CRMs perform much better than the SCMs do. This result has some serious implications to the super parameterization approach, in which a 2-D CRM is embedded in a grid box of a climate model [Grabowski, 2001; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001] , as far as frontal cloud systems are concerned. Nevertheless, the availability of these cloud microphysical property profile measurements will be very valuable for individual modelers to further improve their cloud parameterizations in the SCMs and cloud microphysics parameterizations in the CRMs.
